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The Earth Observation and GIS communities take action against Climate Change

A certainty: climate change has many local impacts

Natural
ressources
shortage

Glacier melting

Natural hazards

Deforestation
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Desertification

Loss of
biodiversity

Deterioration of
living conditions

Threat on
human sites

These impacts raise long-lasting issues

Climate change causes great damages on ecosystems and
as a consequence, deteriorates living conditions on Earth,
both for human kind and wildlife.
Recent Impacts
• Hot temperatures
• Glacier Melting
• High sea level
• Desertification
• Deforestation
• Loss of biodiversity
• Threat on human sites
• Natural Disaster
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Future trends
• Agriculture and food supplies
• Human health (diseases)
• Water resources and availability
• City growth
• Energy use

Environment
and living
conditions
become a
critical issue

What can Astrium do about it?
Astrium GEO has an archive of
+100 billion km² of satellite imagery
25 years of commercial operations
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We have both technology and experience!
Key advantages :


A constellation of operational satellites:
SPOT 1 to 4, SPOT 6-7, Pleiades 1-2, etc…



A solid experience in geographic information
products and services



The Earth Observation industry can help and
address this issue thanks to its:

Extensive observation means

Huge image archives

Experience in analysing and understanding
Earth images



Massive networks of scientists, scholars,
teachers and researchers
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We had to engage in CSR

Astrium GEO launched Planet Action in 2007
because we believe that technology must be
part of the solution.
•

Earth imagery has a powerful effect on
understanding what is currently happening and
at what pace.

•

The program proposes a reliable method for
fighting climate change:


Observation



Monitoring



Definition of adaptation and sustainable plans



Local actions



Awareness raising
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At the scale of Greater Cairo, satellite
imagery and GIS softwares helped urban
planners to define the real urban
environment by identifying formal (legal
house) and informal (illegal slums)
urbanization.

What is the mission of Planet Action?
 NGOs, institutions, universities and laboratories engaged in fighthing climate change
can benefit from the support of Planet Action

 Two main activities:
• Project support
• Grants of satellite images, GIS and image processing software
• Projects may not be commercial and must be involved in local actions with an impact on their
social or environmental context

• Outreach
• On climate change, on geo-information and GIS technologies, plus on the solutions they allow!
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Two core activities

Grants

Provide technology GRANTS to
NGOs working on climate change
causes, impacts and solutions

• Geo-Information
technologies
• Imagery
• GIS software
• Image analysis
• Expertise
• Training

Work toward RAISING
AWARENESS about climate
change and how geo-information
technologies are a fundamental
part of the solution

• Awareness
• Website
• Factsheets, posters,
brochures, newsletters
• Films, videos
• Events & conferences
• Feedback reports

Planet Action

Outreach
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Our Technical Partners

Technical partners such as ESRI and Exelis support projects by
donating technology to qualified non-profits.
Many Direct Receiving Stations are contributing partners and
provide imagery to NGOs.

“ESRI is happy to be a part of an organization with such
a strong and innovative partnership of technologies that
have come together to make a difference.”
Jack Dangermond, President & CEO ESRI – Planet
Action Partner
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Our Outreach Partners
Outreach Partners such as the Cité de l’Espace and Planète
Sciences help PA raise awareness about climate change and
geo-information technologies.
The Climate Change community helps spread the word about CC,
Planet Action and geo technologies.

“Planet Action is an extraordinary response to support climate
change activities with the offer to use SPOT satellite data to
encourage earth observation data to support local actions to address
climate change. In this sense Spot Image has showed a deep
corporate responsibility.
This programme became complementary to our ‘Open Initiative’ and
without hesitation we decided to work in partnership with Spot
Image.”

Dr Mario Hernandez - UNESCO
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What are Planet Action “domains” of action?

Awareness

Human issues

Ice & Snow

Oceans & Coastlines
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Forest &
Deforestation

Biodiversity &
Conservation

Water resources

Drought &
Desertification

How does Planet Action work?


Projects:


Have to be submitted on Planet Action website, using the on-line form



Should comply to the following criteria:
•

Assess climate change related issues and propose a course of actions;

•

Deal with at least one of Planet Action domains;

•

Have a member who resides in the country where the project takes place;

•

Be proposed by a non-profit organisation;

•

Confirm that the project has no commercial or ideological objective.
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How does Planet Action work?


Process:


Planet Action reviews and validates each proposal



Imagery & software are provided



Projects do their study, incl. on the ground and get results & findings
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How does Planet Action work?


Process:


Feedback is expected for knowledge-sharing
•

Brief news and documents are posted on the project website

•

Regular reports are provided.
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As a result, we support projects worldwide!
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Key Users
The NGOs benefitting from Planet Action grants provide feedback
on how the imagery and technology is used and the outcomes of
their work.
Some of them represent Planet Action at various events and help
spread the word about geographic information and associated
uses or technologies.
The largest ones are often in relation with institutions and
environmental actors, which helps our notoriety.

“The collaboration between the WHRC and the Planet Action
Program is a great success. Capacity building would have
been very difficult without the use of SPOT 2.5 imagery.”
Nadine Laporte, Ph.D., Associate Scientist at the Woods Hole
Research Center (WHRC)
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Recent examples of PA support
 REDD in Uganda
Avoiding deforestation

 Malaria spread in Malawi
Predicting villages at risk
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 Water ressource in the Dogon region
Improving water management

 City growth issues in Egypt
Sustainable planning of urban sprawl

Pan-tropical REDD project in Uganda, WHRC
Issues
WHRC wants to strengthen the participation of developing
countries in the emerging carbon markets for avoiding or
reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation
(REDD).

Objectives
Satellite images and findings





Identified reference fields areas.
Developed a campaign to survey
tree diameter, height and density.
Developed a methodology for
mapping carbon using satellite
imagery.






Generate forest and biomass cover.
Develop carbon monitoring systems.
Build national and regional capacity
through technology transfer.

Outreach Activities
4 REDD campaigns around the
world: Ecuador, Colombia, Bolivia,
and Vietnam were conducted.
“ The collaboration between the WHRC and the Planet Action Program is a
great success. Capacity building would have been very difficult without the
use of SPOT 2.5 imagery ” Nadine Laporte, Project Leader
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Mapping wells in the Dogon Region – Via Sahel
Issues
Between the 60’s and 90’s, droughts affected the water tables
of the Dogon region, already caracterised by low rainfalls.
As a consequence of climate change, agriculture’s needs are
increased and with the population growth of the region, water
ressources become a critical issue.

Objectives
 Locate misshapenness areas which could be interesting for
water flow
 Detect pollutions in the water table
 Estimate water stock availability
 Optimize the location of future wells

Satellite images and findings
 Identification of the water table in the
studied area
 Definition of land degradations
 Location of potential wells
 Constitution of a reliable method to help
local authorities in the water management
of the Dogon region
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Remote sensing of Malaria spread – Curtin University
Issues
Major Anopheles and Plasmodium species are responsible for
Malaria transmission in Malawi. The survival of these
mosquito vectors is closely linked to environmental variables
including temperature, humidity and rainfall. It therefore
follows immediately that climate change will have an impact
on the abundance of these vectors and consequently the
spread of Malaria.

Objectives

Satellite images and findings

A Malaria risk map for the
selected villages

A documentation of
environmental variables to
predict malaria outbreaks
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 Detect environmental variables for Malaria outbreak
prediction at village level
 Define the relationship between villages at risk of malaria
and the distance of mosquito habitats
 Identify the effect of global climate change on Malaria
dynamics in Malawi

Explosive growth of Greater Cairo, ILÖK
Issues
Explosive population growth and rapid urban sprawl in
Greater Cairo create an increased demand for land and as a
consequence, deteriorates natural environments. With the
effects of global warming, it is vital to adapt urban planning to
climate change issues in order to mitigate its consequences
on living conditions.

Objectives
Satellite images and findings








Extension of the study area to the
scope of Greater Cairo megacity
Monitoring of urban patterns and
expansions
Analysis of land cover changes
(vegetation/urbanization)
Definition of the real urban
environment with maps of formal
and informal urbanization
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 Detect rapid development problems and their impacts on
the environment
 Evaluate the rapid growth of Greater Cairo
 Raise awareness on urbanization and climate change
connections
 Work on future spatial management plan

How does Planet Action raise awareness?
Outreach actions


Quarterly Newsletters



Web pages



Publications



Conferences



Exhibitions



 Planet Action REDD+ Workshop – Paris

 COP 17, Durban, COP 18, Doha…

Visits to schools…

 ESRI conferences in France, US…
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How does Planet Action raise awareness?
Training NGOs




Some NGOs require training


On satellite imagery and applications



On GIS and image processing software and tools

Our response


E-training (real classes are too difficult due to the location of many projects)



Client Technical Support at Spot Image



Partners:
•

•
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GIS
•

Virtual Campus at ESRI for GIS training

•

Thematic tutorials (Humanitarian, for ex.)

Image processing
•

Exelis (ENVI)

•

Trimble (e-Cognition)

Staff participation and involvement also help

Astrium GEO staff supports NGOs
Via Brachy - a Toulouse-based nonprofit association working in western
Africa - has carried out a project aiming to help villagers save money and
resources by using less wood for cooking. Besides helping local
populations protect their livelihoods, the goal is to reduce local
deforestation and desertification.
The project has given Astrium R&D teams a real-life opportunity to develop
a « collaborative mapping » tool, called YouMapps, that Via Brachy
could use to show local communities the extent and the evolution of
deforestation around their own villages.
Also, as part of the « Voluntary Leave » scheme in place at Astrium GEO,
Jean-Bernard Maybon, head of the Satellites Programming Department
spent a few weeks in Senegal with Via Brachy.
Jean-Bernard made a film with Via Brachy , that shows why it is
important for local communities to make and use a super efficient new
« wood cooker » developed by one for the project’s partners.
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What has PA accomplished over the past 4 years?

Since 2007, Planet Action has supported more than
600 nonprofit projects
Our objective for 2011 (100 new projects) was surpassed as we received 120 new
requests and have validated 73 (the others are in the pipe).
We have reached a significant number of projects and our objective now is to focus
more on showcasing results and feedback as well as raising awareness.
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What has PA accomplished over the past 4 years?

 Donation of imagery:
 2007: 1 million km²
 2008: 2 million km²
 2009: 3 million km²
 2010: 3,5 million km²
 1023 images…
In 2011, Planet Action donated 1023 SPOT
images to 211 projects.

 donated directly to NGOs
The distribution per type of organization leading
the projects demonstrates that Planet Action is
fully in line with its core mission to support
NGOs and scientific partners

Number of products provided
per types of organization
3%

INTL ORG
ONG

30%
REGIONAL REP
50%

SCIENTIFIC ORG

16%
UNIVERSITY
1%
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In the near future…
 New satellites!


Pléiades 1 and 2



Spot 6 and 7

 An improved ground segment


A new website



An imagery platform displaying the
imagery donated to projects



Text analysis tools to be able to get
more from the projects’ feedback



New representation forums (schools,
universities, new partners…)
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Last but not least… Planet Action is a reliable program



Strong commitment from all partners



Our activity is legitimate in the eyes of NGOs and responds to a
real need
 New data sources
 Activity continuously expanding
 New issues : city growth, diseases, water resource, etc…
 Recognized by an ever-growing worldwide network and community of NGOs, EO experts,
Climate change experts…
 Significant participation at key events (ESRI, UN-COPs, IUCN, CartONG, AARSE…)
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Planet Action supports projects that engage in action
to combat Climate Change.
Non-governmental organizations, institutions and schools
working on climate change causes, impacts and solutions
can benefit from grants from Planet Action.
Learn more
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Planet Action
5, rue des Satellites - BP 14359 - 31030 Toulouse cedex 4 - France
Phone: +33 (0)5 62 19 40 40 - Fax: +33 (0)5 62 19 40 11
Email: contact@planet-action.org

